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• Congenital heart disease (CHD): typically recognized as abnormalities in heart
structure that occur within the developing human heart (Sun et al., 2015)

• Cell types of the developing heart can be classified using single-cell gene
expression profiles (Asp, 2019) from single-cell RNA-sequencing data (scRNA-
seq)

• Gene markers of developmental cell types in heart can be used for genetic
studies of CHDs

• Importance of different gene markers can be informed by integrating different
ontologies and knowledge repositories grouped together under UMLS
Concepts (Bodenreider, 2004).

• Recently developed UMLS-KG is a property graph implementation which
allows for fast, complex queries across a wide range of the biomedical terms
(see Ben Stear’s poster in session).

• Seurat: package within R that aims to analyze single-cell RNA-seq data. Includes
dimensionality, clustering, and differential expression analyses (Kharchenko,
2021).

• Clustered the developing heart cells by author defined cell type (Asp et al.,
2019) to identify differentially expressed gene (DEG) markers (see figure 1) and
other quantifiable differences (significant p-values along with the log2-fold-
changes)

• Mapped 14 author-defined cell types to the Cell Ontology and UBERON for use
in the UMLS-KG

• Once these biomarkers were identified for each cell type, the biomarker and
cell type were used to create new Concept nodes that are uniquely identified
by their relationships to the biomarker (gene) and cell type Concept nodes.

• Other quantifiable differences were used to identify the new Concept nodes

Figure 1. Figure to demonstrate the tSNE (dimensionality reduction) clustering by cell type 
(Asp et al. 2019)

Results
• Nearly 3,000 biomarkers were identified across the 14 cell types and

mapped to HGNC gene IDs
• These biomarkers by cell type are now available within an integrated KG

of over 30 million Concepts representing 100s of ontologies and millions
of experimental data points

• Queries of these connections are now being tested as a proof of concept
for Gabriella Miller Kids First variant warehouse integration in order to
identify DEGs in cell types that are associated with certain CHDs. (see
Figure 4)

Conclusions

Next Steps
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• By integrating the developmental heart scRNAseq data into the UMLS-KG we can
now query the data in much more biologically meaningful ways.

• Because the gene and cell type Concept nodes both have relationships with the
other ontologies (including mouse phenotype) in UMLS, we can design complex
queries between phenotype, cell type, and gene

• For example, we can take advantage of the gene nodes’ relationships to other
ontologies by filtering the data based on gene location, chromosome, transcript
type, expression in tissue (UBERON and GTEx) or biological function (GO).

• We are able to query the UMLS-KG for DEGs that could be associated with CHDs as
defined by the Kids First Data Resource Center in order to identify potential targets
for further research (see Figure 4)

• Now able to leverage the rich, semantic, biomedical environment of UMLS against
our scRNA-seq data in order answer more meaningful questions related to CHDs in
the developing heart.

• Machine learning approaches to find connections between variants from
Gabriella Miller Kids First variant warehouse and possible gene markers (see
Ben Stear’s poster in session)

• Looking to include Theiler Stages: developmental stages  of mouse embryos
• Also, Carnegie Stages: developmental stages of human embryos
• Will continue to look for ways to connect within the UMLS-KG in order to easily

relate the different stages across species
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Dataset
• Single cell gene expression data was collected from second embryonic heart

sample at 6.5-7 post-conception weeks (PCW) in the Asp 2019 study as it
contained anatomical features from earlier and later time points utilized in
paper

• Cellular spatial (anatomical) information was retained in order to identify 14
cell types through clustering and marker gene expression

Figure 2. General connection between HGNC gene node to single cell Asp heart 
Concept node too the Cell ontology concept node (modeled in Neo4J environment)

Figure 3. Example of Cypher query in Neo4J environment to produce log2fc and p-
value of HGNC gene in cell type of Asp data; yields a small set from much larger 
UMLS-KG

Figure 4. Results of Query for HGNC genes that are biomarkers for Atrial Septal Defect, 
a CHD that is characterized by a hole between the left and right atria. Query yields 27 
cell type/ gene pairs with significant p-values that can be further studied 
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